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New initiative hopes
to raise retention rate
Goal set at 85%

Brenna Ori
Staff Writer

______________________

Carter discusses living with an eating disorder or confronting a loved one with the disorder during her lecture on Feb. 20.
Photo by Katie Crawford

Visiting speaker raises campus awareness
of eating disorders in two moving talks
Lucy Pipkin
Staff Writer

_______________________

On Thursday, Feb. 20, students and faculty met in the
Warch Campus Center Cinema
for “Dedication Run Amuck:
Eating Disorders in Students,” a
presentation by Jennifer Carter,
Ph.D, on supporting Lawrence
students with disordered eating
and eating disorders on campus.
It was sponsored by LU Breaking
Stigmas, LU National Alliance for
Mental Illness (NAMI), Psychology
Student Association and WelLU.
The event was part of National
Eating Disorders Awareness
Week, which is taking place from

After recently receiving a
grant from the U.S. Department
of Education, Lawrence has set up
a new retention and graduation
initiative headed by Professor of
Music and Teacher of Saxophone
Steven Jordheim.
In early February, Lawrence
received a five-year, $2.1 million
grant. This grant is geared toward
institutions with a large number
of students who wouldn’t be able
to attend the college without significant financial aid.
To help remedy these problems, the Title III grant will be put
towards improving the retention
rate at Lawrence. Currently, the
university’s retention rate is at
75 percent. The program’s goal
is to improve this to 85 percent.
Jordheim was chosen from a large
list of applicants to head this program.
“We chose Steven Jordheim
because we wanted someone
who cared about retention and
was very passionate about working with students,” said David
Burrows, Provost and Dean of the
Faculty. “He is very efficient at
administering academic programs
and has been interested for several years in a position of this sort.”
Retention rate is broken
down by class, with usually the
biggest drop in the rate in the
freshman class. At Lawrence, the
percentage of freshmean who
don’t return for a sophomore year

is at 10 percent. This is not unusual, but what is odd is the percentage for sophomores and juniors.
According to Burrows, the
sophomore and junior percentage
rates should be half that of the
freshmenrates. The current rates
for sophomores and juniors are
8 to 9 percent attrition, which is
well above the expected 5 percent.
The administration is not
sure why the retention rate is
low, but the problem has been on
their radar for some time. “Many
Lawrence faculty and staff have
been involved in such efforts,
but we’ve never before had the
financial means to develop and
implement a plan to address these
issues in a comprehensive manner,” Jordheim said. “The Title III
grant provides such an opportunity.”
Director
of
Corporate,
Foundation and Sponsored
Research Support Jenna Stone
also played a large role in getting
the grant by making a formal proposal. “This grant project has the
potential to bring about increased
success for all our students, and
I was eager to work with my colleagues in supporting the initiatives outlined in the grant proposal,” Jordheim said.
While the source of the low
retention rate may not be known,
Burrows speculates that students
are more likely to leave Lawrence
if paying for school is a financial
burden and they are not doing
well academically.
The initiative will be work-

Feb. 23 to March 1.
“It’s one of those pieces that
we haven’t done much awareness
about on our campus in recent
years,” said Buchanan Kiewit
Wellness Center Director Erin
Buenzli. “That’s definitely the reason why we’re doing this.”
The second event, “Starving
for Success: Dedication and
Disordered Eating,” took place at
8 p.m. the same night and was
open to students and the community. This event was also led by
Dr. Carter.
“We had the evening event
as a resource to reach coaches in
the community and people at St.
Elizabeth and Appleton Medical
Center that deal with people
with eating disorders,” explained

Buenzli. “Hopefully the students
that really want information for
themselves or for someone they
love will come to the evening
event as well and get great information.”
Dr. Carter is a counseling
psychologist with specialties in
sports psychology and eating disorders, as well as the Director of
Sport Psychology at Ohio State
University. After eight years of
work at Ohio State, she moved to
the Center for Balanced Living, an
eating disorder clinic in Columbus,
Ohio. She then returned to Ohio
State in August 2013.
“Dr. Carter is very dynamic in
terms of the information she has

entrepreneur mindset. Can [students] take an idea and put their
thoughts and ideas into action?”
As a result, the group had to
consider if students would positively respond to standing desks.
“I definitely never really
considered the idea of standing,” admits Eckstein, “but when
Brynley suggested the project it
just seems like such an innovative
way of thinking. Since the project,
I have been standing and enjoying
the benefits.”
These benefits are directly
linked with our overall wellbeing.
“We’re really excited about
how much more focused and energetic we feel when we are standing up and working as opposed to
sitting,” stressed Nadziejka.
Currently, there are two
standing desks available for public
use on the first floor of the library.
A company called stand2learn,

which makes standing desks
strictly for the academic setting,
donated them. Standing desks
have been used mainly in primary- and secondary-level learning.
Therefore, Lawrence’s new partnership with stand2learn is a big
step for both parties.
“If a larger implementation of
these desks works out, Lawrence
would be one of the first higher
level learning institutions that
uses standing desks,” remarked
Bohl.
The goal of the project is
to add two desks, with wheels,
to every floor of each academic
building. Through this, Lawrence
can gauge student response to
the desks and consider including
them in every classroom.
“The desks have the options
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Entrepreneurship students bring standing desks to Mudd Library
Tina Czaplinska
Staff Writer

_______________________

Humans are bipedal creatures. This means that walking,
running and standing are really our thing. Then why have we
spent the majority of our formal
education sitting?
In Associate Professor of
Economics Adam Galambos
and Lecturer of Economics
and Coleman Fellow Gary
Vaughan’s class “The Art of
Entrepreneurship,” one group of
students launched a whole campaign, LU Stand Up, to bring us
humans back to our upright roots.
Seniors Nathan Eckstein, Brynley
Nadziejka and Christopher Bohl
are proposing the idea of standing
desks.
Professor Vaughan said, “The
goal of the project is to think in the
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Sophomore Aubrey Klein works at one of the library’s new standing desks.
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President of local hospital explains healthcare in colloquium
Rose Nelson
Staff Writer

_______________________

An Economics Colloquium
took place on Thursday, Feb. 20
at 4:30 p.m. in Steitz 102. The presentation, titled “Important Points
of Change in American Healthcare
and an Update on the Affordable
Care Act,” was given by Travis
Andersen, president of Appleton’s
St. Elizabeth Hospital. The talk
was formerly called “Health Care
-- It Took Years to Build Up this
Much Duct Tape.” The lecture
focused primarily on the history
of the American healthcare system and the way that this history has shaped the current health
care system.
Once stating his plan for the

talk, Andersen asked the audience
members what kinds of things
they wanted him to focus on during the speech.
Andersen then began by talking about the origins of American
healthcare, with the founding
of the Pennsylvania Hospital of
Philadelphia in 1751 and the discovery of ether in 1846 by William
Morton. He covered the impact
of the founding of the American
Medical Association in 1847, The
New Deal of 1935, the implementation of Medicare and Medicaid
in 1965, and the HMO act of 1973.
He also discussed the impact of
developments such as the invention of pasteurization and a variety of other advances in medicine,
such as the polio vaccine and the
invention of penicillin.

A subject that he discussed
at great length was the shift of
emphasis from care to cure. As
medicine developed and we have
been able to more fully cure people, hospitals have shifted away
from being places that concentrate on easing the pain of someone’s final years to a place that
tries to cure a patient as thoroughly as possible.
With this development, people tend to live longer, and as
they live longer they have higher
medical bills. Because of this, the
way that the medical system in the
U.S. is handled has come under
consideration. This includes
the development of The Patient

and president of “All is One!
Empowering Women of Color”
Brienne Colston talked about
the role of the organization, also
known as AIO, on the Lawrence
campus. “What makes this organization unique is its commitment
to providing a safe space for our
members to discuss issues that
affect themselves and others and
to heal,” said Colston.
Ground rules for the conversations were set and included
respecting confidentiality, not
interrupting others, using time
wisely, speaking for yourself and
not for others, speaking so others
can hear you, and staying on topic.
Attendees were divided
into intimate discussion groups
with student facilitators of AIO.
Questions were asked such as,

“How does what you identify
as differ from how others identify you,” “What effect does the
Lawrence campus have on identity,” “Does the way you identify
yourself stop you from participating in certain groups,” and “How
do we create these safe spaces
on campus?” One group discussed
the falsehood of visual indicators, barriers between professions, instances of standing out
as a “token” and the exclusiveness
associated with Lawrence in the
Appleton community.
Freshman Kevin Buckhalton
attended the event because of his
interest in social justice issues
on campus. “I really just want to
make a difference. That’s my ultimate goal. Yeah, I’m here to get
an education, but I also want to

leave my imprint somehow on this
school,” said Buckhalton.
According to Sharon Bowen,
a volunteer with the Fox Cities
Rotary Multicultural Center, “We
have done circle events in the
community for many years and
we are partnering with Lawrence
to try to build an interest in doing
that on campus.” Commenting on
the event, she said, “I learned a
lot. It was very informative and I
really respect the student leadership on campus.”
The People of Color
Empowerment
Week
was
organized by AIO as a celebration of Black History Month. It
is sponsored by the Alyssa
Marie Paul Grant, Black Student
Union,
Downer
Feminist
Council, Lawrence University

The initiative will also add
more people to academic services
and add a learning specialist to
work with students who are having a difficult time learning. A new
student tracking system is also in
the works. This will allow teachers and students to be notified
more quickly if a student is struggling in a class.
Another focus is on helping
students adjust to college life.
This year, the CORE Program was
implemented on a small scale for
the freshman class. Next year, all
Freshman Studies classes will be
a part of a CORE group lead by
two older student leaders. The
program will also work with aca-

demic advisors so that they are
better educated about the concerns of attrition.
“Improving the retention rate
at Lawrence will mean that the
students who enroll here are making an informed decision regarding their college choice; are experiencing steady growth in their
academic, creative and personal
development; and are reaching
their goal of completing their
degree at Lawrence,” Jordheim
said.

Standing desks

See page 11

Andersen answers questions on the ACA and history of healthcare in the U.S.
Photo by Michael Hubbard

Students consider campus identities in community-wide forum
Laura Udelson

Associate News Editor

_______________________

On Tuesday, Feb. 25, from
6 to 8 p.m., concerned students
and members of the Fox Cities
Rotary Multicultural Center gathered in the Nathan Marsh Pusey
Room for the event “How Far
Have We Come?: A Community
Conversation.” Hosted by the
Committee on Diversity Affairs
and the Office of Multicultural
Affairs -- known as CODA and
OMA, respectively -- the event
facilitated conversation on ethics of equality and was part of
the first annual People of Color
Empowerment Week.
Starting off the event, junior

Eating disorder
continued from page 1

and her experience,” said Buenzli.
“She’s also just a very intelligent,
professional woman to come to
campus.”
Carter began her presentation by emphasizing that eating
disorders develop from a variety of factors including genetics,
social and environmental pressures, psychological traits, family
dynamics and severe life stressors.
Her presentation outlined
how to identify symptoms of wellknown eating disorders such as
anorexia nervosa and bulimia nervosa.
“I think fear is the emotion
that predominates eating disorders,” Carter said. “For evaluating
self-worth for students with an
eating disorder, it doesn’t matter
how great of a musician, athlete
or student they are. It only mat-

Retention rate

continued from page 1

ing to fix the retention rate by
focusing on improving and adding
certain programs.
Academically, the initiative
plans on adding a bridge program
in the summer to help incoming students improve their critical
reading and writing skills before
they enter college. This program is being added because the
administration has seen a strong
correlation between the students
who struggle in Freshman Studies
and those who don’t continue at
Lawrence.

ters about their weight and shape,
and it’s one of the only things they
think about.”
Carter emphasized that disorders extend beyond anorexia and
bulimia. She spoke on the spring
2013 changes from the Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders (DSM 5) which included
binge eating, a newly recognized
disorder that includes emotional
eating, frequent overeating, and
feelings of guilt and shame afterward. The variety extends from
purging behavior, night eating or
“eating disorder not otherwise
specified” for those who are in the
first steps of being evaluated.
Dr. Carter also explained
the cutting edge neurobiological differences between the brain
of someone who suffers from
anorexia or binge eating versus
someone without a disorder such
as anxiety or “mental noise” surrounding food.
She also developed exercise
guidelines for people with eat-

ing disorders at the Center for
Balanced Living that emphasize
balance between food intake and
exercise. “Exercise can be one
healthy coping mechanism as one
tool of many,” Dr. Carter said.
There are Lawrence students
with eating disorders and also
those who suffer from disordered
eating. “Previously as an athletic
trainer, I saw a handful of cases,”
Buenzli said. “It’s not like it’s very
prevalent on campus, but I’m also
concerned about the disordered
eating piece of it, too. People are
dieting and really setting themselves up for really ritualistic or
restricted eating.”
“Now at the Wellness Center,
I’ve seen more and more friends
of people who suffer from an
eating disorder who are really
concerned and wonder how to
approach that and have that conversation,” Buenzli said. But does
this mean that there are more
cases of eating disorders on campus? “I think that it’s just the fact

that we’re more accessible over
the fact that it’s happening more
often,” she explained.
Prevention through getting rid of widely held beliefs
about weight was a main point
of Carter’s talk. “80% of body
weight and shape is genetic and
95% of people who diet gain back
the weight within 2 years,” she
explained.
“We hold this idea that we
can change shape and weight as
we will and that it’s about this
moral deficit in character,” Dr.
Carter said, “when we know that
individuals who are technically
overweight can be physically fit.”
Carter talked about the
importance of media literacy to
prevention and as a way to not
internalize the negative images it
induces. She said that instead of
looking at the bodies of women
in the media as the ideal, to think,
‘My body and my friends’ bodies don’t look like hers but that
means there’s nothing wrong with

continued from page 1

to come with a stool. That way students wouldn’t be either standing
up high or sitting down low [in a
classroom]. Everyone could be at
the same height,” adds Bohl.
While LU Stand Up is excited
about standing desks, they recognize that different students have
different needs.
“Just like I don’t like being
forced to sit through all my classes,
we don’t want to make students
stand through all their classes,”
said Nadizejka, “It is about giving students more options in the

Community Council and the
Office of Multicultural Affairs.
Events include the “Empower
Your Runway Show” on Feb.
22, “Nobody’s Perfect: Race,
Perceptions, Media and Body
Image” on Feb. 23, “Transformative
Sisterhood: A Conversation about
Feminism, Womanhood and
Solidarity on Campus,” on Feb. 24,
“Blogging for Social Justice featuring L.C. Coleman” on Feb. 26,
“Special Guest Speaker: Blogger
and Author Mia McKenzie” on Feb.
27, “Check Yourself Before You
Wreck Yourself: Exploring White
Privilege” on Feb. 28, and the
upcoming “Black History Month:
A Beta Psi Nu Perspective” on
March 1.
me and I’m not going to take in
that image.’
Finally, Dr. Carter provided
tips for approaching a loved one
if you are worried they may have
an eating disorder. “Try to use the
words ‘I’m concerned, I care about
you and I want good things for
you,’ and following it with a specific behavior.” She also recommended pointing them towards a counselor or professional or going with
the person to an appointment so
the individual can “gather some
information to help them make
some decisions about what’s the
next best step for them.”
“One thing I do that is helpful
is I try to disassociate the person
from the eating disorder. I would
say, ‘I can see how this eating
disorder is really beating you up
and I want you to be happier and
to have more freedom to really
have a sense of control over your
life. I want to give you the tools to
fight this.”
classrooms.”
Now, they have to consider
funding.
“[Their obstacle] is financially driven. I think they have done
a very good job on the marketing
side and surveying the users -- the
students -- so now they have to
find the funds,” adds Professor
Vaughan. Currently, the group is
using a crowdfunding platform.
As it seeks to buy more desks, LU
Stand Up does not want to lose
sight of its purpose.
“Standing is better for your
short- and long-term health,” said
Nadziejka, “[Humans] are not
meant to sit.”
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G o h o m e , W i n t e r. Yo u ’ r e d r u n k .

Dining in Dairyland
Granola
Cardamom Raisin Pistachio
Granola

Ingredients

1½ cups rolled oats
½ cup roasted, salted almonds
¼ cup salted pistachios
1/8 cup toasted sesame seeds
(optional)
½ teaspoon cinnamon
½ teaspoon cardamom
¼ cup real honey
¼ cup olive oil
½ teaspoon vanilla extract
½ cup raisins
1/3 cup dried cherries

Instructions
Preheat oven to 300° F and
line a baking tray with parchment
paper.
In a medium bowl, mix the
oats, almonds, pistachios, sesame
seeds, cinnamon, cardamom and
fruit. You may leave the fruit out
until after baking to keep it from
blackening in the oven. Heat up
the honey in a microwave and
drizzle over the dry ingredients. Stir the olive oil and vanilla
together and pour them over the
oat and nut mixture. Stir so that
honey and oil coat the mixture.

Spread the mixture on the
baking sheet and bake for 40-50
minutes until the edges brown.
The granola doesn’t have to be
dry when you remove it from the
oven -- it will dry further as it
cools. Allow the granola to cool
on the baking sheet for five minutes and then add the dried fruit.
Carefully stir the granola a few
times to break it into desirably
sized chunks.
Caffeinated Chocolate Garam
Masala Granola

Ingredients

1½ cups rolled oats
½ cup roasted and salted
almonds
½ teaspoon cinnamon
(or more, to taste)
½ teaspoon garam masala
(or more, to taste)
2 tablespoons unsweetened
cocoa powder
2 teaspoons espresso powder
¼ cup water
¼ cup olive oil
¼ cup honey
¼ cup raisins or sultanas
¼ cup dried cherries

Susannah
Miller
Garam masala is a changeable mix of Indian spices usually containing a combination of
ground pepper, cloves, cinnamon,
cumin and cardamom. You can
find a recipe and make your own,
or buy it pre-mixed in the spice
aisle or Indian section of a good
number of grocery stores.

Instructions
Preheat the oven to 300° F
and line a baking tray with parchment paper. Add the rolled oatmeal, spices and cocoa powder to
a medium-sized bowl.
You can also add the fruit
unless you wish to keep them
until after the granola has been
baked. Combine the espresso
powder and water, stir and then
pour over the oats. Heat the honey
slightly in a microwave and then
mix into the oats along with the
olive oil. Stir well.
Spread the granola on the
baking sheet and bake for 30-50
minutes. The granola doesn’t have
to be dry when you remove it from
the oven -- it will dry further as it
cools. If you didn’t add the fruit
earlier, add it as the granola cools.

PolLU

If you had the option to transfer from Lawrence to an Ivy-league school, would you?
No, because I do not
want to move to a new
place
6%
No, because Lawrence is
the right place for me
60%

Yes, but after
significantly considering
other factors
28%
Yes, without any
question
6%

To participate in next week’s poll, go to lawrentian.com

Do you remember the recent
power outage on campus? Are
you prepared for a disaster? Do
you have a plan? Hello, and welcome to Specht Pages, the true
and supreme voice of Lawrence
University. In this celebratory
37th issue, we will help you prepare for some of the most basic
disasters. So sit back, relax and
allow Specht Pages to provide the
information necessary to sustain
life.
There are many types of
disasters that could happen in
Appleton, Wisc., despite its rank
as one of the safest places in the
country. The Fox River could flood,
wildfires could run rampant,
there could be a hazardous material spill, tornadoes could strike,
drought could hit, trout could rain
from the sky, earthquakes could
rumble and nuclear meltdowns
at the Point Beach Nuclear Plant
could occur. That is just how life
is. However, you can choose to be
prepared!
According to Appleton Police,
the city currently does not have
a nuclear fallout or civil defense
shelter. The Lawrence Information
Desk could not provide any confirmation with regard to such shelters on campus, either, so we’ll
have to find other options.
While Specht Pages doesn’t
have a fool-proof plan ready for
you, we would suggest seeking
shelter below the Chapel or in
the Science Hall basement. Plantz
and Trever Hall’s basements also
seem sturdy. Additionally, Steitz
Hall seems to have doors that
lead to somewhere safe. However,
your best bet is probably to find
Mark Burstein in the case of an

emergency and follow him to the
secret Lawrence University presidential safe-house. Alternatively,
you could simply “duck and cover”
under your desk or maybe even a
newspaper.
We suggest that you begin
storing supplies in your location
of choice. You might want to stow
at least two months’ worth of
Ramen noodles and a barrel of
water or, perhaps, a keg of beer.
In certain cases, emergencies may
occur when you are on foot, so it
is essential that you start working
on your basic disaster supplies kit
-- plan on being ready to sustain
yourself for at least three days.
You will want to collect three gallons of water, or you could use six
two-liter pop bottles. For food,
you could use your culinary cash
to buy several cans of SpaghettiO’s and a few containers of peanut
butter. This kit should also include
a hand-crank and solar-powered
radio with a built-in phone charger. Go to the Wellness Center
and get several masks, antibiotic
cream, band aids and Vitamin
C tablets. Also include a tourniquet. In a pinch, you could use a
tee-shirt. Additionally, make sure
that you have warm clothes and
gloves. You can include large garbage bags for usage as raincoats
or chamber pots.
In the case of a flood, you’ll
want to have a flotation device.
Perhaps you can get a small boat
on Craigslist or, in a pinch, you
could tear down The Katie from
the library. Alternatively, you
could make friends with the crew
team.
There you have it: Advice that
will save your life.
“You heard it first from
Specht Pages!”

QUESTION
MARK

We regularly hear how Lawrence does not
receive due recognition at the national
level. What is your administration doing
to improve awareness and recognition of
Lawrence across the country and the globe?

Lawrence
is
actively
engaged in a
reputationenhancement
process being
led by Craig Gagnon ’76, associate vice president of communications. I asked him to provide
some detail on what is currently underway:
“We are aggressively implementing a variety of initiatives
to improve both name recognition and respect for Lawrence.
These are being informed by
the most comprehensive reputation study ever conducted at
Lawrence. Rather than simply
buying our way into people’s
minds, we are determined to
enhance the Lawrence reputation without adding to our

costs. Our efforts include
enhancing production of
Lawrence videos (which have
already been viewed more than
700,000 times), improving our
social media presence, holding
more events in major cities like
Chicago and joining a network
to provide more news media
opportunities for our faculty.
All of that said, there’s no substitute for word of mouth, and
that is everyone’s job. Wearing
LU gear, placing an LU logo
on your car window, sharing
a Facebook post and proudly telling the world that you
are a Lawrentian goes further
than you might think. If you
want an LU decal, the Office of
Communications has one for
you!”

The opinions expressed in this section are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the
authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial board. The
Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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Dannecker, Karlsson lead track team at UWSP
Alex York
Staff Writer

______________________

With their competition in last
weekend’s Eastbay Invitational at
UW-Stevens Point, the Lawrence
University track and field teams
completed the final hurdle before
the much-awaited Midwest
Conference Championship meet
that will take place on Friday,
Feb. 28, and Saturday, March 1 at
Cornell College in Mount Vernon,
Iowa.
Competing against several of
the teams that will be at the conference meet, the Vikings were
able to hold their own, finishing
eighth out of 12 on the women’s

side and 15th out of 19 teams on
the very competitive men’s side.
Nearly all of the best teams in
the region had their top athletes
racing, jumping and throwing, but
the Lawrence women were still
able to finish ahead of rival Ripon.
The best finishes of the day
came on the women’s team from
senior Katherine Dannecker
and Elin Karlsson who took fifth
place in their respective events.
Dannecker, a native of Milwaukee,
nabbed fifth in the mile run with
her time of 5:40.55. Karlsson,
a freshman from Stockholm,
Sweden, raced to fifth place in the
5000-meter run with a time of
19:32.55. She was trailed by freshman Kristen Bischel who took seventh place in 19:39.05, and soph-

omore Liz Landes who snagged
ninth place with a 20:09.15 finish.
On the men’s side of the competition, there were fewer standouts on the results sheets, but it
was nonetheless a successful day.
The 800-meter relay was able to
sneak in at sixth place. The team
was comprised of sophomore
Dalton Sendelbach, junior Tyler
Lueck and sophomores Bjorn
Gowdy-Jaehnig and Eddie Rueda.
With a strong finish, they clocked
in at 1:40.21, barely out leaning
the team from Cardinal Stritch
University who finished only twotenths of a second behind.
Also notable was the men’s
3000-meter run. Not only did
sophomore Cam Davies run to
an impressive eighth place with

his time of 9:00.72, but senior
Jamie Brisbois was able to notch
a 14-second personal best in
9:03.18. Both runners finished
well ahead of the next Midwest
Conference runner.
As the team looks to the
upcoming conference championships, morale is high despite very
cold training weather all season.
Look for both the men’s and women’s distance teams to score many
of the team points, but both teams
are looking for their relay and
throwing teams to get into the
point-scoring fray. The goal at the
beginning of the season was top
five for both the men and women’s
teams, and that is certainly attainable.

Deshler moves to ninth on scoring list in finale
Jenny Angeli
Staff Writer

______________________

A seven-hour drive down to
Grinnell, Iowa was the route the
women’s basketball team took this
past weekend for their final game
of the season. The Vikings were
defeated by the Pioneers 62-48 on
Saturday, Jan. 18 and were hoping to come out with a win this
time around. With Grinnell only
one spot above Lawrence in the
Midwest Conference standings,
the Vikings were determined to
end their season with their second conference victory.
For the majority of the first
half, the two teams were neck and
neck, with a lead never exceeding three points for either team.
Sophomore Katie Schumacher
made a beautiful jump shot
with 4:54 left in the half, giving
Lawrence the slightest edge at
18-17. Unwilling to keep the score
this close, the Pioneers retaliated
by going on a 14-5 run in the
remaining minutes, closing the

half with a 31-23 lead.
Lawrence opened the second
half by going on an 8-1 run, trimming the margin to 39-33 with
just 10:17 remaining in the game
and their season. Junior Kassidy
Rinehart undoubtedly showed up
to play, scoring ten points for the
Vikings and collecting a team-best
eight rebounds. During this second half run, Rinehart scored five
of her points and capped off the
run with a beautiful three-point
play. Assisting the Vikings in this
close contest was junior Andrea
Wilkinson, who also chipped in
ten points for Lawrence to go
along with six rebounds.
Despite their best efforts,
Lawrence was unable to stop
Grinnell in the final minutes of
the game. The Pioneers scored the
next eight points, pushing their
lead to 47-33 with just 7:04 left to
play. The Vikings were never able
to make a push, as Grinnell was
able to hold at least a 12-point
lead for the rest of the game.
Ending with a score of 60-50,
the Vikings unfortunately were
not able to add one last win to

Matt Geleske
Staff Writer

______________________

The men’s tennis team was
barely edged out on Friday, Feb.
21 against Concordia University,
5-4. The overall match was characterized by several close battles
that went into tie-breaking third
sets, signifying a very competitive
match between two teams of near
equal skill. After this week’s loss,
the Vikings record dropped to 1-3
overall, while Concordia picked
up their first win of the season to
match Lawrence’s record.
Leading up to this weekend’s
match, the Viking tennis team
focused on competing against
the hosting Concordia Falcons in
spite of their short roster. “We’re
stretched thin this year, and with
only seven guys our mentality each and every time out is
to never say die; to always keep
fighting, and to take it one point
at a time always trying to improve
upon the last,” said senior Jeremy
Andereck. “Concordia was no different.”
This week, the Vikings cer-

See page 6

School

Conf.

Overall

MEN’S BASKETBALL
St. Norbert
Grinnell
Ripon
Carroll
Lawrence
Illinois Col.
Beloit
Lake Forest
Cornell
Monmouth
Knox

18-0
13-5
12-6
12-6
10-8
9-9
7-11
7-11
6-12
5-13
0-18

22-1
18-5
15-8
15-8
12-11
13-10
9-14
8-15
9-14
6-17
1-22

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Cornell
St. Norbert
Monmouth
Carroll
Illinois Col.
Ripon
Beloit
Lake Forest
Knox
Grinnell
Lawrence

16-2
16-2
14-4
12-6
10-8
10-8
7-11
7-11
4-14
2-16
1-17
HOCKEY

Junior Kassidy Rinehart pushed the tempo often for the Vikings this season.
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke

their record. Despite the disappointing loss, senior Alex Deshler
had a game worth celebrating.
Playing in her final game for
Lawrence, Deshler scored a teamhigh 14 points. With these points,
Deshler became the ninth player
in Lawrence history to score 900

points, finishing her Lawrence
career with 909 points, a wonderful achievement.
The Vikings finished their
season with an overall record of
2-21 (1-17 MWC). We congratulate the women’s basketball team
on a very hard-fought season!

Concordia drops men’s Men’s basketball loses
tennis team to 1-3
high-scoring affair
tainly fought hard and stretched
the opposing team to its limit. In
the singles competition, Lawrence
was able to pick up points in two
sets from Andereck (6-0, 6-3) and
freshman David Jumes (6-0, 6-2).
Sophomore Mitch Kasprzyk also
won his match in a third set tiebreaker, 7-6. Sophomores Adam
Busch and Ethan Perushek took
their matches to three sets but
were narrowly defeated.
In the doubles competition,
the Vikings were able to win one
out of the three matches. The duo
of Andereck and sophomore Brian
DeCorte lost 8-3, whie Perushek
and Busch fell 8-5. Jumes and
Kasprzyk, on the other hand, were
able to pull off a victory by a score
of 8-6.
Overall, the Vikings took this
weekend’s match as a step in the
right direction. “We played hard,
just ended up coming up a little
bit short,” reflected Andereck.
“But with every match, there are
positives to take away and things
that need work. We know that.
I thought our heads were in the
right place and loved the intensity
that we played with, so we’ll take

STANDINGS

CJ Revis

Staff Writer

_______________________

The Lawrence men’s basketball team traveled to Grinnell on
Saturday, Feb. 22 hoping to finish their season on a strong note.
The Vikings went into the game
on a four-game winning streak
and looked to complete a season
sweep of Grinnell College. The
Vikings crushed Grinnell and their
fast paced offense 111-94 in their
first meeting on Saturday, Jan. 18
at Alexander Gymnasium.
Unfortunately for the Vikings,
this game did not have any impact
on the Midwest Conference tournament. Lawrence was eliminated
from contention due to wins by
both Grinnell College and Carroll
University earlier in the week.
The Vikings also had to play
without senior point guard Brian
Gryszkiewicz who was out due to
a leg injury he suffered last week
versus Cornell.
When asked how they motivated themselves for this game,
sophomore Trace Sonnleitner
said, “With all the national atten-

tion Grinnell’s been getting, we’re
always motivated to beat them,
no matter where we are in the
standings.”
The teams traded baskets
early on, but Grinnell used a 16-4
run in the middle of the first half
to take control of the action. The
Pioneers caught fire in the first
half and buried 17 three-pointers
while shooting 47 percent from
beyond the arc. This hot shooting
gave Grinnell a 68-62 lead going
into the half.
Grinnell kept control of the
game in the second half, leading by
as many as 17 points. The Vikings
made a late run and cut the lead to
nine points with five minutes left
in the game, but could not get any
closer than that. Grinnell won the
game by a final score of 122-111.
“They’re tough to beat at
home, and they got off to a hot
shooting start which sparked
them for the rest of the game,”
commented Sonnleitner.
Lawrence was led by junior
Ryan Depouw who continued to
play well after earning Conference
Player of the Week honors the
previous week. He finished with
26 points and eight rebounds.
Senior Tyler Mazur also contrib-

St. Norbert
Adrian
St. Scholastica
Lake Forest
Marian
Concordia
MSOE
Lawrence
Northland
Finlandia

16-2		
14-1-3		
10-5-3		
11-7		
10-7-1		
7-9-2		
6-12		
5-12-1		
4-14		
2-16		

20-3
19-4
18-5
15-8
12-11
10-13
7-16
7-16
6-17
3-20
3-20
Pts.
32
31
23
22
21
16
12
11
8
4

Statistics are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
and www.nchahockey.org
and are current as of
Feb. 26, 2014.

BY THE
NUMB3RS

13
Goals for Huck
Saunders this season
uted 24 points and six rebounds.
Patrick Maher paced Grinnell with
26 points, while Jack Taylor added
24 of his own.
Lawrence finished the season
12-11 overall and 10-8 in Midwest
Conference play.
“Of course we wish we made
the tournament, but it was great
playing with this senior class.
We’re already looking forward
to getting back at it next [season] and seeing what we can do,”
added Sonnleitner.
The Vikings graduate eight
seniors this year, including three
starters, but still have a lot of
players with experience returning
next year.
“The memories made with
the team this season will last a
lifetime,” finished Sonnleitner.

SPORTS
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St. Norbert eliminates
Vikings from playoffs
Clare Bruning
Staff Writer

______________________

Last weekend the Lawrence
University hockey team faced St.
Norbert College in a Harris Cup
quarterfinal playoff series. Though
the Vikings fought hard, they were
unable to repeat their legendary
defeat of the No. 1 ranked Green
Knights earlier this season. St.
Norbert swept the series and will
move on to the next round of playoff competition.
The puck dropped on Friday,
Feb. 21, at the Cornerstone
Community Center in De Pere, WI.
The Knights kept the Vikings on
the defensive for most of the first
period, but they worked hard to
keep the score at 0-0. A power play
goal just under five minutes into
the second period put St. Norbert
on the board, and they continued
to exhaust the Vikings with relentless attacks in the Lawrence zone.
The Vikings held them to a single
goal until the 17:30 mark when
a 2-on-1 breakaway sent another
one into the Lawrence net.
Going into the third period
down 2-0, the Vikings tried to
gain some traction with aggressive skating and a few power
play opportunities they couldn’t
quite capitalize on. Nine minutes into the period the Knights
fired the puck into the back of
the net to widen their lead to
3-0. Throughout the game St.
Norbert was not getting through
neutral zones quickly enough to
score many goals close together, but the final three minutes of
the game saw St. Norbert pick
up their highly acclaimed offensive momentum. Two goals in just
over a minute captured the Green
Knight shutout by a final score

of 5-0.
Saturday’s game nearly saw
another scoreless opening period,
but an unassisted power play goal
with two seconds remaining put
St. Norbert ahead 1-0 at the first
intermission. After a few rough
minutes of the second period, the
Vikings retaliated with a power
play goal of their own. At 6:32
senior Paul Zuke lit the lamp on
a two-man advantage, assisted by
senior William Thoren and sophomore Brandon Boelter.
The Green Knights directed
the puck through traffic around
the goal and past Soderqvist late
in the second period, doubling
their lead to 2-1. A final power
play goal 7:17 into the third
period concluded the scoring. St.
Norbert seized the victory by a
final score of 3-1, going 2-for-5 on
the power play while Lawrence
finished 1-for-3. Soderqvist made
34 saves to St. Norbert’s 14.
The Vikings end their season
with an overall record of 6-19-2
and 5-12-1 in the conference. St.
Norbert’s quarterfinal sweep puts
them at 16-2 in NCHA competition
(23-3-1 overall).
The Green Knights will next
face Lake Forest College (1511-1, 11-7 NCHA) in a semifinal
game on Saturday, March 1. The
Foresters are coming off a dramatic series against Marian University
(12-13-2, 10-7-1 NCHA) in which
they lost Friday’s game 3-2, won
Saturday’s 3-2, and edged the
Sabres 1-0 in a mini-game after
the second contest to earn their
spot in the semifinals.
The College of St. Scholastica
(15-8-4, 10-5-3 NCHA) will face
Adrian College (22-1-4, 14-1-3
NCHA) in the semifinal round as
well. Both teams swept their quarterfinal series against Concordia
and MSOE, respectively.

Mystery Athletes
By: Amanda Ollerer

Athlete #1: Men’s Basketball
This athlete is a senior on the men’s
basketball team. He made the second
most three-pointers on the team and is
someone his teammates look to when
they need a big bucket.

Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke

2. What are you going to miss most
about the team, and why?
I think the thing I will miss most about
the team is having the impersonation
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke
practice as the last practice of the year
where I get to practice my double clutch layups and one-foot-fade-away-cross-legged jumpers like the
“Eagle Scout Woodsman” Chaz Nelson.
3. What was your favorite game, and why is it so important?
My favorite game was this past year’s alumni game where I had the opportunity to watch who Blade
Cullian will be in ten years. A totally serious, one-dribble-pull-up-jumper taking, vampire slaying animal.
4. How do you get yourself ready for a big game?
Well, I start with doing jumping jacks to the song “Girl’s Just Want To Have Fun” so I can get a good
sweat going. After that, my teammate Troy and I get together and watch Max Burgess’ “Teen Cribs” episode to get us both pumped up for the game. Next, Coach Giant and I work on deep breathing exercises
in order to sync our chis. Then I grab 13 basketballs and five cones and go through the gauntlet of Coach
DJ Lickety’s drills with Trace “MLJ” Sonnleitner. Finally [Chirs] Seibert and I rub baby oil all over our
arms to show off the definition of our guns for the ladies. Then I’m ready to go.

Athlete # 2: Hockey
This athlete is a senior on the men’s
hockey team. He played in every game
this season and brought in ten points
for Lawrence on the year.

LU Intramurals: Week 5
Erik Soderlund
Staff Writer

______________________

The intramural soccer tournament at Lawrence has always
been very competitive. Partly
thanks to the continuous interest
from senior men’s soccer players past and present, such as
Charlie Mann, David Caprile, Mike
Kumbalek, Simon Newsom, and
many other alumni. However, a
standout squad adding to the competition each year is the unique
one put together by a group of
faculty members. This year they
call themselves the OFFL All Stars.
The team has been participating in the soccer tournament
for a number of years, creating
an awesome interaction between
students and faculty members. I
sought to learn more about the
team, its members, and what they
have to say about their participation in intramural soccer.
Seasoned veteran Gregory
Griffin was able to comment on
the level of play each year, claiming, “The competition keeps getting younger and faster. The OFFL
All-stars will clearly have to use
our cunning and guile to overwhelm the competition”. Proving
once again this season they are
a force to reckon with, the OFFL

All Stars find themselves in the
middle of the pack in the standings. With only two rounds left of
play, the team obviously wants to
secure a pretty comfortable spot
in playoffs. I asked what we can
expect to see from them in the
remaining matches. “Some fine
tuning of our three-line rotation
should have us peaking come
tournament time,” replied Griffin.
“Just remember you might see us
(your faculty, staff and administrative opponents) in another setting and we have long memories,”
added Griffin cheekily.
Learning about the teams’
competitive spirit was certainly entertaining; nonetheless I
wanted to know more about the
personal side of the team. I was
privileged enough to have biology
professor Brian Piasecki answer
some of my more in-depth questions I had. Naturally, I had to start
by asking him which professional
team they compared themselves
the to in terms of playing style. “I
don’t know much about professional “football,” but I think the
answer that most people are looking for is either Manchester or
Barcelona, right?” I would have to
say they have the play of Barcelona
personally, perhaps only lacking
the presence of a player such as
Lionel Messi.
This led to my next question
of who he considered their best

1. What is your favorite part about
playing basketball at Lawrence, and
why?
My favorite part about playing basketball here at LU is having the great
honor and unbelievable privilege of
shaking Jack Taylor’s hand after we
play Grinnell.

1. What got you started playing
hockey?
I started to play hockey because I
came from a big hockey family. My
grandpa was a huge influence in the
small Canadian town he lived in. He
had coached for over 20 years and
had such great passion for the game
that it was instilled into my dad and
uncle. Not only did my dad have a
successful career, but he also gave
back to the sport and instilled that
passion into me and other youth in
St. Louis.

2. What has been the hardest part
of this season, and why?
The hardest part about this season has been the inconsistency of our team. We have had some great
success against good teams, but we have not been able to bring that consistent effort to every game.
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke

3. What is your favorite part about the game?
My favorite part about the game is to enjoy doing something I love with people who share that same
passion. I love being a part of something bigger than myself, providing anything I can for the good of
the team.
4. If you were stranded on an island with someone on your team, who would it be and why?
Since Huck already replied to this question so well, I do not know how to match it. However, I believe
that if I would be stranded on an island it would be because of my classmates, Huck and William. I
would imagine that getting to the island was quite a journey and that we would enjoy every bit of it!

E-mail lawrentian@lawrence.edu with your guesses and
win a free invitation to our annual Gala!
*Teammates are ineligible for competition*

player. “Our best player as far as I
am concerned is our oldest player
(not naming any names). I am
still in my mid 30’s and can get
pretty sore after the games. My
hat goes off to our older players,”
said Piasecki.
In terms of rivalries among
intramural teams there have

been some pretty heated matches, recalling the semis and
final last spring specifically.
Understandably, a rivalry with the
faculty team seems like something
that most teams in the league try
to avoid. “That varies from termto-term depending on how many
players I have had in class. The

teams with more players I know,
the bigger the rivalry – if you
want to call it that,” commented Piasecki on rivalries. Perhaps
sending the strongest message
yet, heading into the final stretch
of the season.
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All Is One sponsors People of Color Empowerment events
Claire Hoy
Staff Writer

____________________________

I walked into the Pusey Room and
noticed that signs had been posted everywhere. They read: Race and Ethnicity,
Gender, Socioeconomic status, Sexual orientation, Political ideology, Mental health,
Religion, Education level, Nationality,
Ability, Age, Immigration status. With trepidation, I took a seat at one of the chairs that
had been placed in a circle in the middle of
the room. I was attending “Transformative
Sisterhood: A Conversation about
Feminism, Womynhood and Solidarity on
Campus,” one of the many events of the
People of Color Empowerment Week, organized by All Is One.
I spoke with Junior Brienne Colston,
who began the organization in Spring Term
of her sophomore year. “There are a lot of
issues that are specific to being a woman
of color in the world, as well as issues that

come up in Lawrence. We felt that people
needed an outlet in this school to talk about
things like that and to talk about other
social justice issues that we don’t normally
talk about with our friends, so the members
of Beta Psi Nu decided to create the organization for that purpose.” Colston is also
president of Beta Psi Nu, a predominantly
African American sorority, and the seven
members of the sorority became the executive board members of All Is One when it
was founded. “Our mission, essentially, is
to empower women of color, to promote
sisterhood and to promote education and
graduating,” Colston said.
All Is One plans several events during
the year to spread their mission around
campus, but for Black History Month, they
felt they had to do something on a larger
scale. “It was almost as if we, the student
organizations, did not plan things for Black
History Month, or the Diversity Center and
Office of Multicultural Affairs didn’t plan
anything, it was going to go unnoticed.”

Colston and the other members of All Is
One began the daunting process of scheduling this weeklong event the first week of
Winter Term.
“We started planning this and started
legitimately securing things first week, and
it’s been a lot of the Beta Psi Nu members
who have been busy from week one to
week eight, trying to make sure this goes
off without a hitch,” said Colston. People of
Color Empowerment Week features three
different guest speakers: Michelina Ferrara
from the Sadie Nash Leadership Project;
Mia Mckenzie, a social justice blogger and
award-winning author; and LC Johnson,
another extremely popular social blogger,
as well as eight different events from which
students can choose, ranging from a how-to
on social justice blogging to an exploration
of white privilege.
I asked Colston what went into the
planning for such a comprehensive event.
“First of all, having people to help you plan,
second of all getting the money, third of

all securing the space, and then you have
to work with the speakers to try and get
hotel accommodations, flights, everything.
And those were just the speaker events.” All
the members of All Is One and Beta Psi Nu
are extremely grateful to the Alyssa Marie
Paul Grant, LUCC, the Office of Multicultural
Affairs and BSU, who provided the funds
that made the week possible.
As I sat in the circle of chairs, and
women of all ages, races, ethnicities and
sexual orientations shared their stories and
emotions, I felt that this event truly did
promote transformative sisterhood and the
feeling of a bond and connection on campus. Since the creation of All Is One and the
beginning of People of Color Empowerment
Week, Colston has noticed several differences. “I’ve seen people excited for the
events and people who I don’t normally
communicate with on this level, on a social
justice, empowerment for women of color
level, and that’s always great for me to see
as a student leader on campus.”

nicative relationship between the men and
women’s team: “Unlike most other teams
who consider it a very individual sport,
we all come together and yell ‘Vikes’ at the
beginning of each tournament. It’s so powerful, and I know that all the guys will be
behind us helping out while we compete.”

much time, either, due to the lack of funding for a full-time position.
Through an unfortunate course of
events, much of the leadership has been
taken on by the student captains, seniors
Michael Friend and Mariah Wilkerson, and
junior Drew Doares. Ling says these indi-

Fencing team thrives in the face of significant setbacks
Adriane Melchert
For The Lawrentian

____________________________________________

Many people may not think of fencing
when asked to list popular sports, since in
America it is a more unusual pastime. At
Lawrence, however, this group of people
makes up one of the larger athletic teams
on campus. They have a strong representation in both genders and they compete with
many other top schools around the nation.
At the same time, in the past year they have
struggled to find a consistent coach or gather enough money to attend events further
away. The team is a unique part of campus
with some big tournaments coming up, but
they also face some challenges as a group.
The team has a rigorous practice
schedule, like many other teams on campus, spanning for several hours most weekdays. They practice in the Wellness Center,
under conditions somewhat unideal for
fencing. They struggle to find enough space,
and don’t have official aisles or their own
practice room. This is why we do not host
tournaments ourselves, though that is usually left to larger universities.
There is some discussion about moving the team to Alex, which should help
with the issues. Either way, sophomore
Katherine Ling says the team works hard
together. She especially likes the commu-

The women help the men, as well, and
everyone works together as a group, helping everyone to improve.
It’s especially important on our fencing
team, since their coach has been working in
Canada for six weeks of the season. Their
assistant coaches aren’t able to devote

viduals have really worked to successfully
bring the team together. “They are so supportive and lead practices in a constructive
way.”
On the other hand, senior Graham
Jones is frustrated by the need for such
strong captains. “The job they’ve been

asked to take on is bigger than needed.
The captains have to make sure everyone
shows up to practice and takes a lot of
initiative, which is a lot on top of replacing the presence of a coach.” These individuals have a huge responsibility to a team
that is increasingly more significant to the
Lawrence athletic spectrum. Luckily, there
is some indication that some of the coaching problems will be sorted soon.
This upcoming weekend is conference for the fencing team, with regionals
right after that. They will be headed to
Notre Dame and Detroit Mercy, respectively. The tournaments are often far away,
which causes problems with funding. “We
had to leave at 4 a.m. one morning last
month because it was more reasonable to
leave then and arrive on time than paying
for an extra night in a hotel,” says Jones.
Especially without a consistent coach advocate, the team has not been able to attend
many major competitions because of the
financial burden of travelling so far.
Nonetheless, the team has made an
impact at their events, with many players
winning a high percentage of their bouts. It
is the unity of the whole group that allows
this team to succeed, and this will hopefully provide them more opportunities and
attention from the administration in the
future.

ing for the trolley bus thing [in Portland]
and it was taking forever and Matt goes,
‘Damn, Gina!’ and we’re all like, ‘What is
that? No one says that.’ But he says, ‘Yeah,
it’s a Minnesota thing.’” Krivit chimes in at
this point, “No, it’s not a Minnesota thing,
nobody says that.” Larson then explains,
“My boss said it a couple times this summer,
I just absorbed it, I guess. It’s from Martin
Lawrence, a super not-funny person from
the nineties […] it’s just a general exclamation, I guess. You can’t really define it; you
just have to feel it.” Krivit agrees, insisting,
“I think you should just listen to the show.”
The structure of “Damn Gina” is just
as laid-back as its inception, an entirely
intentional move on the part of the three
hosts. The show only has one fixed weekly
segment, hosted by Krivit. “It’s called, ‘I
Thought This Was America,’ and it’s basically where I bring up something going on
in the U.S. that I think is un-American, and
I yell a lot. And I say, ‘I thought this was
America.’ Sometimes I cry.” said Krivit, with
Larson adding, “It goes strong for the first
half, then it peters out, and Nick and I make
fun of him.”

“We just antagonize Joe all the time,”
Huth joins in. But there is a method to the
seeming madness. Larson says the lack of
structure “is actually nice because we do
have one firm footing on the ground, but it’s
just kind of random around that.”
And the show really does use this
structural freedom to emphasize the voices
of its hosts, shying away from playing a lot
of music and favoring banter between the
three friends. This stress on talking can
be traced back to the view the three hosts
share on radio as a media.
When asked if radio was still relevant,
Larson was quick to answer, “Hell yes,” and
his co-hosts nodded in agreement. “You
know when you cut out one sense, how
your other sense are heightened? There’s
no visual distraction, you’re just listening […] I think it’s more exciting. But it’s
definitely a dying art, I would say,” Larson
expanded.
Krivit, however, had a slightly different
take. “People thought radio was going to
die when TV came around, and I still listen
to the radio. I think good talk radio is really
interesting.” But the three believe that radio

has moved away from more entertaining,
lighthearted content that they favor to
focus on news, sports or gossip, a change
they view as largely negative. This leads to
the heart of “Damn Gina,” as expressed by
Krivit: “That’s basically [the show’s] mission, to bring fun radio back to the United
States, and so far we’ve been succeeding [...]
we’ve taken the Fox Valley by storm.”
When asked if listeners have anything
to look forward to in the coming months,
Krivit announced he conducted an interview with President Mark Burstein. “I
haven’t been able to be on the show since
I interviewed him,” Krivit explained, “but I
want to air the interview soon, and I actually asked him some pretty poignant questions […] it might not be until Spring Term,
to be honest, due to baseball.”
But that’s not the only exciting segment “Damn Gina” is trying out, Huth and
Larson assured me. “We started a new thing
where we eat Doritos every show, a whole
bag of Doritos.” If their witty banter and
endless energy during the interview are
any indication, “Damn Gina” is sure to be an
interesting listen.

Photo courtesy of Mariah Wilkerson

New WLFM program “Damn Gina” talks politics, radio relevance and more
Regan Martin

For The Lawrentian

With every new term, a fresh crop of
DJs enters the WLFM studio to get their
voices, opinions and music onto the internet and out to the Lawrence community.
Among the new batch of shows this
year is “Damn Gina,” a talk-heavy, hour-long
program Thursdays at 11 p.m. Hosted by
freshmen Nick Huth, Joe Krivit and Matt
Larson, the show was conceived casually
during Fall Term.
“I always dreamed of being able to talk
with some friends on the air waves,” said
Larson of the show’s initial stages. “But it
was always like, I’m so busy, I’ll do it next
week, I’ll start the diet tomorrow. But I
just kept eating, figuratively speaking.” But
the three freshmen persisted, with Krivit
finally taking action and emailing WLFM
in the middle of last term, and a new show
was born.
Perhaps the most interesting part of
“Damn Gina”’s origin is the name itself.
Huth explained that it started during soccer preseason. “We were sitting there wait-

Men’s tennis
continued from page 4

those positives into practice this week and
try and improve upon some of the things

that didn’t go so well to get ready for our
conference opener next weekend.”
Going forward with the rest of the
season, the men’s tennis team has made
it a personal goal to perform at their peak

in order to make a run for the conference tournament. Andereck commented,
“As always, my goal each and every time out
is to come off the court knowing that I did
all I could, and I know that I speak for my

teammates when I say that they strive to
do the same. We’d love nothing more than
to make the team conference tournament
at the end of the year by beating up on the
Northern Division.”
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Secret life of our faculty: Steven Wulf
Alan Duff & Veronica Thao

Opinions & Editorials Editor; Staff Writer
_____________________________________

The only political theorist at Lawrence University, Associate
Professor of Government Steven Wulf
has been teaching such areas as political
theory, constitutional law and philosophy for the past 12 years. In his classes,
he asks students what governments
should and shouldn’t do through engaging anecdotes and thought experiments.
He’s clearly enthusiastic about the subject, as evidenced by an office piled high
with books on political scholars circa 340
B.C. through 1980 A.D. When he speaks,
Wulf’s voice oscillates from high-pitched
energy to lower matter-of-fact musing.
He laughs easily and gesticulates often,
giving the distinct impression that he’s
about to jump out of his seat.
Wulf has always shown an interest in
government. “I’ve always been bothered
by the abuse of power,” Wulf says, “When
I was seven I fantasized being a benevolent dictator so I could essentially stop
bad people from doing bad things to the
weak and helpless. Later I learned about
actual despotisms […] and they pose an
interesting problem, which is how do
you get government to protect people
from being abused, when the people running those governments are pretty awful
people?”
Why did Wulf become a professor?
“I started out as […] essentially a business major at Cornell. What I really like
doing is sitting around and arguing with
people, especially at cafés, reading books
and thinking about why they’re wrong.
My plan was to get as rich as possible
really fast so I could retire and do what
I really like. Then my freshman writing
teacher asked about my plans and then
she said why don’t you figure out a way
to do that before you’re middle aged?”

Wulf pauses to smile. “So at some point
I realized that’s what you get to do when
you’re a professor.”
Spending most of his life in the
Northeast, there is a feeling of serendip-

a small […] and a good liberal arts college.”
But there is another reason:
Professor Wulf enjoys the flexibility and
autonomy conferred upon his teaching
choices because he is the sole political
theorist in the government department.
He also enjoys his teaching schedule. Says
Wulf, “I like teaching Tuesday-Thursday

Photo by Nathan Lawrence

ity that he ended up at Lawrence. When
applying for the professorship, he admits
that he’d never been to the Midwest.
“I thought it was going to be wall-towall flat cornfield. I was almost surprised
there were actually trees.” He pauses, “I
had no idea.”
“I picked [Lawrence] because it was

[…] I need 110 minutes and it goes pretty
fast for me. I don’t know if students feel
that way.”
“But I get really hyper after class. I
can’t get anything done […] I’ll usually do
office hours after class or between classes
because my mind is racing. I like consuming vast quantities of coffee and talking

all day long.”
One channel for all this energy is
biking around the Fox Cities area. “I bike
to work everyday all year round through
the winter. I usually fall down and suffer
a lot, but that’s okay,” Wulf says. “It builds
character […] For me it’s all about adventure, whether that’s biking or doing the
philosophical stuff.”
Wulf is known to frequent the coffee shops of College Ave. Of his favorites,
he says “Anything with south side of the
street. I like sitting in windows, but don’t
like having the sun blasting on me. So
Harmony or Aspen -- what I really like is
Seth’s in Little Chute.”
It should surprise no one at this
point that when asked about something
crazy he did in college, Wulf’s story
involved coffee. “Once, we [Wulf and a
friend] drank a lot of coffee. That was
the only substance. Just caffeine. I said to
him: I wonder what would happen if we
saw two police cars next to each other
and we walked by the cars, screamed ‘Oh
my God,’ and then started running away.
And strangely enough, what they did was
come after us. They asked us what we
were doing. I said we were just walking
home and had a lot of caffeine. “
“One of the cops says, ‘Well it just so
happens that you match the description
of somebody that we’re looking for.’ I ask
the description and he said guy wearing
blue pants. I was wearing jeans. I pointed
out that pretty much applied to anyone
living in Kenmore, New York at any given
time.”
Did they take you in? “No, not that
time…”
As far as what Wulf does when he’s
not answering the broad questions of
what governments can do and the scope
of their authority, Wulf enjoys spending
time with his kids, biking and listening to
music. If you’re considering taking a class
with him, you’ll be in for a treat.

Freshmen make their entrance to Lawrence theatre in “Street Scene”
Aaron Witter

For The Lawrentian

_______________________________________________

This past Thursday, Feb. 20, saw the
opening of the term’s theatre arts performance, “Street Scene.” The play is one
of two productions of the same name
that Lawrence is performing this winter.
Starting Thursday, March 6, the theatre
will begin performing the opera Kurt Weil
adapted from Elmer Rice’s original play.
The first performance had several newer
faces in the cast that impressed the audience and are certain to enrich future performances.
Freshmen Joe Johnson and Jacob
Dalton highlight a cast of talented young
actors that went on stage this weekend.
Dalton, a freshman from Waterford, Mich.,
plays the bad-tempered and somewhat abusive father and husband Frank Maurrant. “I
connected myself to Frank because I was

playing him. When I played the role, I tried
to see any similarities so I could do it better.” Dalton will be playing the adulterous
milk collector Steve Sankey in the upcoming opera production. “The opera has a lot
more to do with the presentation of it, and
the play is more of a cut-out of real life,
and all the characters have many different
emotions.”
When asked to compare this production with his high school theatre program,
Dalton said, “Lawrence is a lot more serious, its casting isn’t just who happens to
be there but who’s actually good for the
role. I feel like Lawrence has a lot more of
a free environment to explore character
choices, and that’s very much a Lawrencedifference kind of thing.” Dalton credits
Associate Professor of Theater Arts and
James G. and Ethel M. Barber Professor
of Theatre and Drama Kathy Privatt with

allowing the actors to shape their characters very constructively as a defining part
of the production.
Freshman Tony Harth plays a lighthearted bully who drives a taxi. The most
impressive part of the production, in his
opinion, was the way all the different parts
of the story were able to fit into the same set
of the New York brownstone. He says that
“the biggest difference from high school
theatre is probably that set, we didn’t have
an amazing set in high school.”
Freshman Matt Larson says the play’s
director was the most noticeable change
from his high school program. “The people
on top, the stage manager and the director,
they were both just so good at everything
they did. They just controlled the cast magnificently.” Larson plays several characters
throughout the play, including a policeman
and a mailman, the second of which he sees

Photo Journal: Becoming “Street Scene”

Watch the transformation of senior Erik Morrison into his character Abraham Kaplan for “Street Scene.”

as the character he relates to most. “Just an
old guy, doing his thing, happy to be alive, I
can dig that.”
Dalton brings up the role smaller characters play as the most impressive part of
the show. “They can explain their entire
character with just a few lines. There was a
girl that walked across the stage with a bandage on her face, and she had a story. But
her face and the way she moved displayed
everything about it. I think little things like
that really glue the play together and make
it a work of art.”
Larson describes a specific scene as
one of the high points of the performance.
“The murder scene. There are 20 people
on stage running up and down the stairs.
Perfectly controlled chaos that looks both
chaotic and out of control, but that was
all planned. That kind of sums up the play,
really.”

Photos by Michael Hubbard
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Wade Fernandez educates about Native American music
Lauren Nokes
Staff Writer

_______________________

On Friday, Feb. 21, musician Wade Fernandez performed
a concert in the Nathan Marsh
Pusey Room of the Warch Campus
Center. He created a casual, collaborative space while playing a
broad range of works.
Fernandez is a talented
Menominee multi-instrumentalist
who plays American Indian instruments as well as Western-style
instruments. He plays various
flutes with both American Indian
and Western tuning systems and
American Indian drums. Electric
guitar was also featured heavily in
the performance.
During
the
concert,
Fernandez often displayed great
skill by playing instruments
simultaneously. At one memorable moment, he played two flutes
simultaneously in his mouth. At
other points, he created an electric loop of a line from his electric
guitar that he then combined with
other instruments.
While Fernandez did not perform exclusively American Indian
music, all of the music that he
played contained some element
of American Indian culture. In
the blues-rock song “Commodity
Cheese Blues,” he sings about the
demand for cheese at the reser-

vation surplus commodity shop,
where the American Indians living on the reservation can buy the
unwanted, mostly unhealthy food
rejected by the military. Although
Fernandez sings about cheese, he
also sings about poverty and the
way in which those on the reservation approach life with “laughter and fun.” For those curious,
there’s a music video on YouTube.
American Indians experience
more health problems and earlier
deaths than the general population due to poverty, lack of access
to healthy food and many other
factors, most connected to the
centuries of oppression they have
experienced. Fernandez made
this widespread tragedy personal
with an affecting spoken word
and drum piece about his grandmother, who died at age 55 from
diabetes.
Family figured in other pieces
of Fernandez’s as well. He performed a lullaby that he created
after the birth of his first child
when he wouldn’t sleep. As he
tells it, he began to tap a pattern
on the baby’s back as he held him
and sang a song in Menominee. It
worked -- the baby finally slept.
He used the lullaby with all of
his other four children and even
recorded himself singing the lullaby so that the babies could fall
asleep without him.
Fernandez
incorporates
Menominee language into many

of his songs. He says that he
includes the language partly
because it’s going extinct -- there
are only seven native speakers
of Menominee left in the world,
and it’s one of the hardest languages to learn. He hopes that by
hearing Menominee, his listeners
will help keep the language alive.
Fernandez believes that people
remember best that which they
set to music, so he made the audience sing along in Menominee
during his performances.
The concert included other
elements of audience participation as well. Fernandez strongly
believes in the value of musical
improvisation and collaborated
with Lawrence musicians to create an improvised performance.
He believes that one shouldn’t
have preconceptions about what
will happen, both in life and in
music. He doesn’t even really
believe in practicing -- he says that
he doesn’t “practice” playing flute.
When Fernandez first picked
up a flute, he couldn’t make music
come out of it. The elders told him
that it wasn’t the right time, so he
waited two years to play again,
when he was able to make music
come out of the flute. Fernandez
talked about how he would watch
and listen to the river as a boy and
observe how it moves steadily and
simply goes around any obstacles
like boulders. In his view, you have
to be like a river, whether you’re a

some comic moments and quickly
becomes quite serious. It shows
how life can suddenly turn on
itself and become something you
never expected.”
“Street Scene” explores the
ins and outs of the daily lives of
the inhabitants of a New York City
brownstone tenement during the
early twentieth century. Topics
discussed are as far-reaching as
fidelity, relationships, abuse, communication, discrimination, identity and existential angst. The tone
is at times light and slice-of-life
and at others despairing and grim.
Story arcs are wide-reaching,
from the marital troubles of the
Maurrants to the pregnancy of the
always off-stage Mrs. Buchanan to
the idle, politically incorrect gossip of Emma Jones.
Perhaps the most representative story arc is the relationship
between Sam Kaplan, a Jewish
boy about to graduate college, and
Rose Maurrant, a girl whose familial and work stressors take an

increasing toll on her wellbeing.
“The coolest thing about the
play is that it works on multiple
levels,” said senior Erik Morrison,
who played Abraham Kaplan.
“You can see an exciting marital melodrama in the Maurrants’
story, a romance stymied by antiSemitism and closed-mindedness
between Rose Maurrant and Sam
Kaplan, or a naturalist depiction
of what it’s like for normal people
to deal with each other in such
close proximity and hardship.”
“For me, understanding
the play came through figuring
out who Sam and Rose were,”
explained freshman Joe Johnson,
who played Sam Kaplan. “We’re
constantly talking but never truly
listening to what the other person has to say, something that I
think applies to the present just
as much as the fast-paced 1920s
during which it was written. A lot
of the characters say things they
don’t really mean, often without

Elmer Rice’s “Street Scene” explores
emotions and problems of daily life
Bryan Cebulski
Staff Writer

_____________________

Thursday, Feb. 20, through
Saturday, Feb. 22, Lawrence
University put on four performances of Elmer Rice’s Pulitzerwinning play “Street Scene.” A cast
and crew of over fifty students
developed this adaptation under
the careful direction of Professor
Kathy Privatt, with costume
design by Kärin Kopischke. To
thank each and every individual
involved, including a cairn terrier, would be a substantial undertaking and may well encompass
every section of the newspaper.
That said, these Lawrence thespians worked hard together, and
after a term of effort, pulled it off
swimmingly.
“This play is a 24-hour snapshot of life in a mean place of
New York,” explained sophomore
Isabel Hemley, who played Rose
Maurrant. “It starts out with

See page 12

The cast of “Street Scene” pose and shows off the play’s gorgeous and complicated set of a New York City brownstone tenement
Photo courtesy of Aaron Sherkow

Wade Fernandez educates the audience about his unique musical perspective
Photo by Liz Landes

musician or not: You can’t fight
the flow, and you should recognize
that boulders might be blessings.
Fernandez considers musicmaking a much more natural
process than most classical musicians do. Nonetheless, he invited
Lawrence student musicians to
improvise with him at the end of
the concert. The motley assortment included piano, jaw harp,
violin, cello, trombone and saxo-

phone. The result was sometimes
beautiful, sometimes strange and
always authentically spontaneous. Even if it wasn’t perfect, as
Fernandez says, you shouldn’t
throw out anything because you
never know if it will be valuable to
someone else. The act of creation
is always worthwhile.

Phantogram’s album “Voices”
is centered around heartbreak
Kelsey Priebe
Staff Writer

_________________________

I have listened to the entirety
of “Voices,” Phantogram’s newest
album, and have reached the conclusion that they decided to make
an album dedicated to breakups
and heartaches. Despite that,
their third album is an enjoyable
combination of good melodies
and straightforward lyrics. While
Phantogram suffers slightly from
the curse of The Killers, that of
sticking to a certain sound at the
expense of creating diversity in
their songs, “Voices” does show
some musical innovation vocally
and instrumentally.
The most notable tracks of
the album are “My Only Friend,”
“I’m Never Going Home,” “Howling
at the Moon,” “I Don’t Blame You”
and “Bill Murray,” even if just
because of the name. “My Only
Friend” ends the album with an
impressive finale. The track is
heartbreaking, lyrically and vocally; lead singer Sarah Barthel sings
“You’re all I have, my only friend”
as the song nears to a close. This
is definitely the type of song you
listen to on an introspective rainy
evening.
Josh Carter heads “I’m Never
Going Home” in his most impressive track of the album. The chorus
is instrumentally and melodically
different from their normal style
of extensive reverb and opens the
song up a little bit. The honest lyrics and melody combine perfectly
to express the bittersweet nature
of falling in love, which can be
hard to accomplish without making the song too sugary.
“Howling at the Moon” combines some percussion and melody in a sometimes dissonant way
that definitely deviates from the

band’s normal sound. While certain parts of the melody didn’t
appeal to me aesthetically, it was
a risk that for the most part paid
off for the band.
“Bill Murray” is a notable
track mainly due to its name.
However, the song wouldn’t be
out of place in a Wes Anderson
film, so the name partially fits. The
slow and calm melody soothes in
a style that seems to be present in
any Wes Anderson movie trailer
ever. However, as a standalone,
“Bill Murray” is also a deceptively
sad track about goodbyes that
starts to get to you after the second listen.
Finally, “I Don’t Blame You”
features Josh Carter and a bit of
a classical instrumental opening. The melody was perfectly
adequate, but the lyrics were
well executed despite their simplicity. As the song comes to a
close, Carter sings, “I should’ve
slept it off, I should’ve stayed in
bed, I should’ve took your call” as
the music fades off, and you can
almost feel the pain in his voice.
Again, this song is about sadness
and heartbreak, further proving
my point that this album is constructed for the hurting.
“Celebrate Nothing,” “Black
Out Days,” “The Day You Died”
and “I’m Nothing But Trouble” are
all perfectly good tracks, but they
do not stray from Phantogram’s
go-to sound and are therefore easily lost in the mix of the album.
Overall, their third album focuses
on a particular emotion rather
than taking on a mix of feelings
and for the most part succeeds.
While I would have liked to see
a bit more diversity in the sound,
the album produces several
memorably melancholy tracks.
Phantogram therefore continues
to demonstrate their impressive
ability to produce good music.
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SPOTLIGHT
Anna Buchholz
Staff Writer

________________________

While talking to senior Ryan
Hays about his upcoming recital
and impending college graduation, Hays was calm, matter of
fact and relaxed: in my experience, a typical jazz bassist.
In Harper Hall on Friday,
March 14 at 6:30 p.m., Hays
will be performing what people
often consider to be the culmination of a four year musical
study.
Hays sees it more as the
next step in his musical career,
similar to each experience and
opportunity he has had in his
time at Lawrence. Hays has
delved into studies of classical
double bass, jazz, improvisation and composition through
his involvement in Lawrence
Symphony Orchestra, Jazz
Ensemble, Improvisation Group
of Lawrence University (IGLU),
jazz combos and other chamber
ensembles.
Hays’ recital will showcase his wide variety of interests. Hays has chosen a Baroque
sonata by English composer
John Eccles, which will feature
both Hays and sophomore guitarist Ilan Blanck. Hays is especially excited about this piece

because he’ll be playing with
a good friend and musical colleague, a special part of planning
a recital because the performer often has the opportunity to
choose both their repertoire and
who they collaborate with.
The recital will also feature part of a bass concerto
by Italian composer Giovanni
Battista Bononcini, which Hays
describes as “slow and sappy.”
In choosing his repertoire for his
recital, he said that the pieces he
chose are works he has been listening to for years and loves. He
has now reached a point where
he has the skills necessary to
play his favorite pieces as he
wants them to be performed.
Moving to more recent
works, Hays will also perform
a sonata for double bass by contemporary composer Frantisek
Hertl and an unaccompanied
bass solo that highlights the
bass’ use of arco bowing and
pizzicato, or the plucking of
strings. Hays also plans to add
his own touch to the work with
an improvised section within
the piece.
Hays will wrap up the recital with two jazz tunes played
by his trio, made up of himself,
senior Greg Riss on drums and
junior Jonathan Fagan on piano.
They will play the standard jazz

RYAN
HAYS

ballad, “In the Wee Small Hours
of the Morning,” written by
David Mann and famously performed by Frank Sinatra.
The second jazz tune and last
work of the recital will be early
jazz pioneer Paul Whiteman’s
“On the Trail,” an upbeat and
cheeky tune reflecting Hays’
musical taste and, if we want to
be cheesy, a title fitting for his
upcoming departure from his
undergraduate years.
After graduation, Hays plans
on moving to the Twin Cities to
pursue his love of jazz performance in any group or ensemble
that comes his way. He looks
forward to connecting with fellow Lawrence alum who have
become part of the Twin Cities’
“jazz scene,” in addition to other
musicians who have steered
toward this Midwestern jazz
metropolis.
For Ryan Hays, every year
at Lawrence and every opportunity he has had to play in a
new ensemble or work with an
incredible member of the faculty
he sees as another step toward
becoming the musician he hopes
to be. Head to Harper Hall on
March 14 to hear Ryan celebrate
his musical career at Lawrence
as he prepares for the next step
in his musical life.

Photo by Nathan Lawrence

The Lawrentian Photo Editors lay out their Oscar predictions
to vote for the most “politically

Nathan Lawrence correct” film (see “Schindler’s
& Will Melnick List,” 1993), not to mention films
Photo Editors

___________________

BEST PICTURE
Nathan:
Prediction: “12 Years a Slave”
In addition to being my own
pick, this seems to be widely considered the favorite. “12 Years a
Slave” is an extremely well made
film about what is perhaps the
single most important topic in
our nation’s history. This film is
an ideal match for the Academy
Awards: It tackles a tough subject,
but manages to soften it in the
right places to appeal to the more
squeamish voters without diminishing its overall meaning.
Favorite: “Nebraska”
“Nebraska” is an incredibly
intimate and emotional film made
only more special by the fact that
just so little of it fits our traditional definition for an Oscar
movie. Allowing such a pensive,
calm and, perhaps, most importantly low-budget film to win Best
Picture would open the gates for
far more experimental and edgy
films in the future and work to
further legitimize true independent film as a main-stream success.
Will:
Will win: “12 Years a Slave”
Should
win:
“Captain
Phillips”
“12 years” will win, hands
down. The Academy is full of old
white guys full of guilt, and they
will take any chance they get

“based on true events,” although
that point is complicated by the
fact that all the films in this category, save for “Gravity,” “Her” and
“Nebraska,” were also based on
true events. “Captain Phillips” was
also great, and incredibly entertaining, but it won’t win.

BEST DIRECTOR
Nathan:
Prediction: Alfonso Cuarón
for “Gravity”
It used to be that this category mainly seemed to focus on
how the director worked with
actors; but over time, it seems to
have changed to a more widely
applicable category which treats
directors as creative centers for
their films, rewarding them for
taking risks that pan out well. In
this respect, Cuarón is a prime
candidate.
Favorite: Alfonso Cuarón for
“Gravity”
This one is well deserved.
Since “Children of Men,” I’ve been
an ardent follower of Cuarón’s
work and this is no exception. In
addition to the creative energy
he seems to exude, his talent for
working with actors is abundantly
clear in “Gravity.”
Will:
Will win: Alfonso Cuarón for
“Gravity”
Should win: David O. Russell
for “American Hustle”
Russell is a great director and
I loved “American Hustle.” The fact

that it has more than two main
characters does make it a more
impressive accomplishment, in
my opinion.

BEST ACTOR
Nathan:
Prediction: Chiwetel Ejiofor
for “12 Years a Slave”
Fan blogs across the web have
been alight this year with predictions that Leonardo DiCaprio
might finally win his first Oscar,
but the truth is that his performance just wasn’t flashy enough
to be a likely candidate for the
Academy’s attention. Ejiofor, on
the other hand, conveyed incredible suffering and happiness in
some of the most detailed, human
acting I have seen on screen in a
long time.
Favorite: Chiwetel Ejiofor for
“12 Years a Slave”
I also find this award very
well deserved. As far as I’m concerned, nobody else even comes
close this year.
Will:
Will win: Chiwetel Ejiofor for
“12 Years a Slave”
Should win: Christian Bale
for “American Hustle”
I don’t mean to say that
Ejiofor shouldn’t win. I mean, he
will win, so it isn’t an issue. He
was very good. But Christian Bale?
So great. I’m not just saying that
because he gained 40 pounds for
the role. I’m also saying it because
of his incredible comb-over. Also
worth mentioning: Leo the Wolf.
Whoa. That was quite the performance!

BEST ACTRESS

Nathan:
Prediction: Cate Blanchett for
“Blue Jasmine”
The Academy has always
shown a propensity towards
Woody Allen, but this one seems
to be a perfect storm. A former
Supporting Actress winner and
three-time Best Actress nominee
in a dramatic Woody Allen role
just seems like it will be too hard
for voters to pass up.
Favorite: Sandra Bullock for
“Gravity”
Bullock holds her own and
then some here. Her performance
is one I really believe I will take
with me for a long time.
Will:
Will win: Cate Blanchett for
“Blue Jasmine”
Should win: Sandra Bullock
for “Gravity”
Cate Blanchett was really
great. She certainly stole the show.
Her emotions were top-notch, and
so was the writing for the part.
I think she will win. But hey -Sandra Bullock was out of this
world. Wow, I am sorry about that
pun. But she was so great!
BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR
Nathan:
Prediction: Jared Leto for
“Dallas Buyer’s Club”
This one blindsided me at the
Golden Globes. I honestly hadn’t
expected “Dallas Buyer’s Club” to
win any awards, but nominations
in this category this year are fairly
scarce. Maybe it’s Leto’s time.

Favorite: Michael Fassbender
for “12 Years a Slave”
Fassbender does an incredible job here at playing an absolute
creep. His performance is another
one that will haunt me for quite
some time.
Will:
Will win: Barkhad Abdi for
“Captain Phillips”
Should win: Jonah Hill for
“The Wolf of Wall Street”
Barkhad Abdi had never
acted before. Whoa. That’s nuts.
Do you know what is also nuts?
Jonah Hill’s fake teeth. And accent.
Mind blown.

BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS
Nathan:
Prediction: Jennifer Lawrence
for “American Hustle”
Though I’m extremely skeptical that “American Hustle” will
be an awards magnet this year,
Lawrence was by far the best part
of the film and voters have already
showed us just how much they
love her. Giving her an Oscar two
years in a row would be highly
unusual, though; I cannot recall a
single other instance of this happening.
Favorite: June Squibb for
“Nebraska”
It may not have been flashy,
but June Squibb gave an incredibly
nuanced and layered performance
in the guise of simply playing a
grumpy old woman.
Will:
Will win: Lupita Nyong’o for

See page 12
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STAFF EDITORIAL
Consider the standardized test
Lawrence University recently participated in “Defining Promise: Optional Standardized Testing
Policies in American College and University Admissions,” a nation-wide study which attempted to
analyze the difference between the success rates of students who submitted standardized test
scores and those who did not. The study found only “trivial” differences between the two. Though
score-submitters performed slightly better in college settings, the minor level of change seems to
show encouraging potential in Lawrence’s current test-optional policy across the nation.
Judging potential members of a college community solely by their performance on a highpressure multiple-choice test conceals unmeasurable traits, like gumption and creativity. Even
other purely quantitative measures -- such as GPAs or class ranks -- are muddied by schools’ varying standards and different grading systems, especially in the case of international applicants, who
may be using a completely different grading system. The caliber of a student simply cannot be
standardized.

The most important element should be a student’s initiative, be it in their curricular or extracurricular interests. An applicant’s creativity and passion for their work is a crucial piece missing
from numerical assessments of student performance. Often, students are left to convey these things
themselves through essays and interviews.
University admissions are nuanced and complex processes that attempt to grasp the whole of
a student based upon dozens of little parts, and it should be the student’s prerogative to determine
what these parts are. Lawrence’s test-optional policy is laudable, but there are many schools that
still need to follow suit.

The real reason people want to legalize pot
Danny Davis
Staff Writer

________________________

PHOTO
POLL

I found myself not too long
ago in a circle of individuals
discussing the ramifications of
marijuana being legalized on a
federal level. I’ve had this conversation many times before and
was thankful that I was discussing
this topic with a group of cultured, intelligent individuals with
backgrounds in economics, history, physics and a myriad of academic topics from which people
can draw unique perspectives on
the matter.
Some cited the economic benefits, some cited ethical concerns
and some even cited the medical benefits that THC has
been shown to bring us
when consumed in an isolated form. However, there
was something missing.
As a philosophy major, I
find myself, and will continue
to find myself, in classes
regarding some type of
ethics. Whether it be the
ethics of technology or the
ethics of happiness or some other
form of ethics, the perspective I
find myself bringing to the debate
is an ethical one: an issue of right
or wrong. Medical studies supporting pot are fine and dandy, as
well is the whole ‘tax and regulate

argument,’ but I find myself continually bringing a simpler and
perhaps more honest reason for
the legalization of pot to the table.
The single most important
reason why we all want marijuana
to be legalized is so that we can get
high without consequences. The
kid who sits in his or her dorm all
day sparking joint after joint after
joint isn’t caring about children
with epilepsy or the guy suffering from chronic nerve damage
or some other ailment of which
pot relieves the symptoms.
He’s
not
concerned

about the
economic benefits.
He just wants to get high, and he
doesn’t want to get in trouble for
it. He believes it’s fundamentally

wrong that we exist in a world
where he can get punished for a
habit that affects only himself. It’s
an ethical argument, and that’s
perfectly okay.
However, that is a very different type of argument. It’s essentially saying, ‘I want pot to be
legalized for me, not for the farmers or the sick children or the
unemployed people.’
Why pot should be legalized
is a question of policy analysis. At
that point, people who specialize
in policy analysis can chime in
and say, ‘These are the costs and
benefits that pot would bring to
us if it is implemented in this
manner, and the benefits resulting
from this policy will outweigh the costs.’ If you wish
to educate yourself on these
sorts of matters, by all means
do, but I believe that there are
far too many people who simply throw out rhetoric they don’t
truly understand to justify their
habits. This isn’t different than
any other political belief. In
the same way, somebody
who supports gay marriage can’t really cite health or
economic concerns that carry as
much weight as the ethical argument, which is that it’s fundamentally wrong to tell somebody they
can’t get married.
I think most people want
marijuana legalized because we

Photo poll by
Will Melnick

“What
qualities do
you look
for when
buying
socks?”

An advice sample platter
Will Doreza
Columnist

_________________________

Dear Reader,

I’ve been using this column
to tackle a lot of the more serious
issues we face here at Lawrence.
But there’s also some wisdom to
be found in the little and more
trivial decisions we make. Here
are 10 random little pieces of
advice that could just make your
time here a little more fun, productive and spontaneous.
Always running out of culinary cash? Try the all-culinarycash meal plan next term, especially if you have extra swipes.
You’ll still be able to use it to
get into Andrew Commons, and if
you’re running low, there’s always
that one person with way too
many swipes who would be happy
to hook you up.
Find a private bathroom to
use. Yes, every dorm has one. A
private little haven where you’re
not going to be self-conscious
about, well, smell and noise. That
might seem really stupid to you,
but trust me, having that time to
yourself can make it a much more
enjoyable experience.
Find an interesting place to
study. Some of the academic buildings are pretty deserted at night,
yet are still accessible. There are
some really nice classrooms in
various places that can be a much
better place to study than in the
library or your room.
Find a fun club to join.
Something that doesn’t require
a huge time commitment and
involves something that you at
feel, not from a rhetorical standpoint but on a deeply heartfelt and
impassioned level, that it is fundamentally wrong that the government says that we can’t get high if
we want to, and it’s okay to campaign on that. In the same way,
prohibition was a colossal failure
because of its ethical opposition.
Did it hurt distilleries and
pubs and everybody else involved
in the liquor industry? Yes, but
what people were really bothered
by was the government telling us
that we couldn’t get drunk if we
want to, and that’s okay. When it
comes to marijuana, we should

least think you would enjoy doing.
Sailing club, for example.
Feeling extra hungry and
lazy? Toppers is great, but try
other pizza places out. Uno
Pizzeria has a great special: 2
deep dish pizzas for $20. That’ll
feed four at $5 a person.
Retail therapy is an actual
thing. Spend an afternoon at the
mall with a friend. If you don’t
have a lot of money, go in with a
limited amount and find the best
possible thing in the whole mall
you can buy for that amount. It’s
a fun game.
Go see a recital or performance. It’s all free entertainment,
and it’s nice to support your fellow Lawrentians in what they
spend a lot of time preparing for.
Don’t bother with the ATM in
the campus center -- cash checks
written out to yourself at the Info
Desk, if they’re under $50. No
withdrawal fee!
Take a walk down the paths
by the river that start at the bottom of the campus center. It’s a
great way to get out of “city life,”
if you could call it that. There are
also a lot of great parks and frisbee golf courses within walking
distance of campus.
In general, never be afraid to
be spontaneous. Find those few
precious hours you have totally
open and let yourself do something thrilling, stupid or random.
You won’t get that opportunity
often when you’ve left Lawrence.
Burning metaphysical questions, annoying roommate problems or other random thoughts?
Email william.e.doreza@lawrence.
edu if you’d like to be advised in
next week’s issue.

just be more honest as a constituency and tell our lawmakers that
we want to get high because it
feels good, and we don’t want to
get in trouble for feeling good, not
because of the economic or health
reasons we continually fail to
understand. Our lawmakers need
to cater to our wants and needs,
and will understand the rhetoric
behind the pot debate better than
any of us would, thus bringing
the real policy issues surrounding
pot to the table. All we need to do
is raise our voices and let them
know we want it to happen.

“Fitted in the heel.”
-Diana Szteinberg

“Ankle coverage and colors.”
-Bre Schmidt

“Lack of holes.”
-Michael Willie
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A new drinking law: Who’s discriminating against whom?
Wisconsin good samaritans
Isabelle Davis
Web Manager

_________________________

Now: Get ready with friends.
Pregame. Go out. Real game. Get
into a fight. Go too hard. Start
throwing up. Do not put down the
vodka. Cling to it. Throw up more.
Don’t stop until crying too much
in the bathroom and passing out
and friends freaking out and them
debating to call somebody to help
but not wanting to get in trouble.
Not calling anyone.
Last year the state of
Wisconsin started the motions to
pass Good Samaritan bills 256 and
222, introduced to the Wisconsin
State Legislature by Senator Fred
Risser, D-Madison, which would
make those involved in any way
with underage drinking medical
emergencies immune from police
charges. Repeat all of the bit
before this, but now friends call
the hospital and get help immediately. The bill would even ban UW
Madison schools from implementing any of their own punishments
on their students.
The immediate ramifications are clear: More immediate
medical attention goes to more
underage drinkers who are in
serious need of quick help. The
people who helped them get it
won’t be punished for their admirable actions. Because let’s face
it, even for those students who
aren’t drinking, it can be scary to
take the risk and call the hospital
and admit to being around that or
risk being investigated for connections. These new laws will be
helpful in that respect.
Immediate medical attention is important, but what about
getting help later? Students who
drink themselves into a state
where they have to get their stomachs pumped or get carried off in

Healthcare

continued from page 2
Protection and Affordable Care
Act. This act is sometimes known
as ACA or “Obamacare.”
The Affordable Care Act was
implemented as a way to help give
insurance to people who might
not otherwise be able to be covered. Andersen said in relation to
the act, “I truly believe, regardless
of income, access to care matters.”
Nathan Whiteman, a sophomore majoring in economics, said
that he enjoyed the simplicity
with which the information was
delivered. “I have never seen the
impact of a longer life span laid

an ambulance probably need to
meet with a counselor and definitely need to figure something
out about their limits. Under this
new law, schools will not even be
informed when students get in
serious trouble with their drinking, which will keep them from
being able to reach out in any
way. Unless the underage drinkers
look out for themselves to try to
find help and recognize their own
issues, they won’t get any.
Punishing students for
underage drinking is probably
a bad idea; we all know that it
doesn’t work and that it won’t
stop the large majority of students
from drinking.
Allowing students to get help
without worrying about the legal
implications or the effect on their
record is a really big step in the
right direction, even if there are
some major concerns from law
enforcement and concerned parents -- not just the lack of help
after the event, but what does
a lack of punishment mean for
society? If you drink too much, do
you get off more than those who
are responsible? Etc, etc. Getting
those who are in serious danger
the help they need is more important, even if it means bending the
laws a little bit.
But can we feel comfortable
with just letting these students go
after their hospital visits? Without
making sure that they will try to
get better or be forced to get better? Maybe a better alternative to
punishment with a fine and being
put in front of a judge would be for
hospitals to foreword students’
information to their schools’
counselor services instead of the
Deans’ offices. Requiring help as
opposed to just completely letting students go might be a more
appropriate and helpful step away
from punishment.
out so simply and comprehensively.”
Mark Jenike, Associate
Professor of Anthropology, says he
was drawn to the lecture in part
because the speaker is the leader
of an important local community
institution. “I think it is important to understand how state and
national issues like PPACA are
playing out locally,” said Jenike.
“By presenting an informed, depoliticized perspective from one
important category of stakeholder, he sought to promote understanding rather than engaging in
advocacy or polemics.”
Andersen earned his bachelor’s degree in psychology and
German from Simpson College in

kind of hardships and discrimination that many other people have
their entire lives.
These realizations came on
the heel of a very complicated
time for gay rights. On Feb. 21,
the Arizona State Senate passed
SB 1062, a bill designed to revise
state statutes relating to the “Free
Exercise of Religion” in order to
directly address recent conflicts
involving businesses wishing to
deny services to gay individuals
or couples.
Luckily, at press time,
Arizona Gov. Jan Brewer seems to
have vetoed the bill, but the core
problem here still stands: People
are defending acts of discrimination and hate by claiming they are
expressions of their civil rights.
One of the key organizations pushing this interpretation
of the bill has been the Alliance
Defending Freedom, which -despite its innocuous name -- harbors a hidden purpose focused
entirely on the opposition of gay
rights in the United States and
abroad. Not only have they actively campaigned for the eradication
of same-sex marriage in this coun-

try on the grounds of religious
freedom, but they appear to have
done so in Guatemala and Brazil,
as well. This stretches the idea of
religious expression a little too far.
I’m done with pretending
that all opinions are entitled to
equal consideration, that failing
to treat someone like a human
being because of their sexual
orientation can be written off as
free speech or religious expression, and that subtle microagressions don’t contribute to a climate
of fear and intimidation for all
minority groups. These are not
the kinds of acts that are supposed to be protected by the Bill
of Rights: They are the kind of acts
that are supposed to be prevented
by it.
My safety and safety of those
I care about is not a political question, it’s a basic human right. Other
people deserve to practice theirs
as well, but we must be careful
about how far we let things go.
Abridging others’ rights is never
a valid form of expression. One
group’s freedom should never
interfere with another’s ability to
live in safety.

Among the 9 million lesbian,
gay, bisexual or transgendered
adults, many have grown up with
horrific stories of bullying or
harassment by officials or simply
not fitting in amongst their peers.
Because of this, many who identify as LGBT hide their gender, fearing rejection by society or family.
According to the Williams
Institute, 40% of homeless youth
identify as LGBT, often having
left their homes due to familial
rejection, physical or emotional
abuse because of sexual orientation or gender identity. That parents allow this to happen to their
children is atrocious. Identifying
as LGBT in the United States is
not a legal crime, but it seems to
be thought of as a social one. The
social structure of America needs
to change.
This includes the Lawrence
Campus. One particular issue that
does not support the LGBT communitys at Lawrence is the lack

of gender-neutral bathrooms.
These bathrooms may be used by
anyone for basic necessities without having to rely on gendered
schemas. Across the nation, many
people who identify as LGBT face
opposition when simply trying to
use a bathroom. Many have been
arrested, beaten up or harassed
when in the bathroom by complete strangers. The irrationality
that people are unable to use the
bathroom is completely absurd.
In other parts of the world, like
Europe, genderless bathrooms are
non-issue and everywhere. Why
can’t America and Lawrence do
the same thing?
Something as simple as
being unable to use the bathroom can stay with a person for
their entire life. By not having
laws making gender-neutral bathrooms a necessity and accessible,
the United States perpetuates the
problem. Everyone should be for
gender-neutral bathrooms as they
help create a safe, diverse and
healthy environment for everyone. The bathroom would make it
easier for everyone to go as they
please and for parents to take

their children into the bathroom
for safety reasons, as well.
Even though Lawrence has
gender-neutral bathrooms, they
have been placed in inconvenient
locations for students. The gender-neutral bathrooms should
be put in all buildings so that
students aren’t forced to search
out and locate the hidden genderneutral bathrooms around campus. What’s the point of having the
bathroom if no one is going to use
it? The gender-neutral bathrooms
should have the same visibility as
any other bathroom.
I absolutely love the idea of
making the campus more diverse
and welcoming to all kinds of students, and increasing gender-neutral bathrooms on campus would
be a great way for Lawrence
University to attract more students. Right now, I applaud student groups like CODA that have
helped to raise awareness of the
issue to all students on campus.
Lawrence can take one more step
to helping its student body with
one simple thing: implementing
gender-neutral bathrooms.

Indianola, Iowa, and his masters
in hospital and health administration from the University of Iowa
in Iowa City. In addition to his
position as hospital president,
Andersen serves on the Gold Cross
Board of Directors, Performing

Arts Center Board of Directors,
Catalpa Health Board of Directors,
the Calumet Medical Center
Boards of Directors, and the
Calumet Area Community Health
Foundation Board of Directors.
St. Elizabeth Hospital was

Appleton’s first hospital. It was
established in 1899. Andersen
became president of it in 2007.
He is responsible for overseeing
day-to-day operation of the hospital. It is a part of the Affinity
Health System.

Nathan Lawrence
Photo Editor

_________________________

Last Saturday, as my boyfriend and I held hands and
walked back to campus from our
date at Victoria’s, a grey Chevy
Silverado pulled into a nearby
parking space and rolled down
its window in an attempt to have
us approach. When we failed to
do so, it pulled out of the parking space and began pursuing us
down College Avenue before finally attempting to cut us off near
Harmony Café.
That moment and those that
immediately followed it were
some of the most terrifying of
my life. I’m not sure I have ever
feared more for my own safety,
not to mention the safety of someone I deeply cared about. There
are few words that could properly
describe it. We are unlikely to be
holding hands on College Avenue
again.
I’ve been lucky enough to
live a fairly sheltered existence.
As a white, middle class, cis-male,
I haven’t experienced the same

Gender rights and social justice at Lawrence
Malcolm Lunn-Craft
For The Lawrentian

________________________

“Color and thickness”
-Zoe Psarouthakis

“Whether they are given to
me at Christmas.”
-Tess Richman

“Thick and thigh-high.”
-Sam Neufeld

“Softness, warmth, denim.”
-Will Gislason

The opinions expressed in
this section are those of
the students, faculty and
community members who
wrote them. All facts are
as provided by the authors.
The Lawrentian does not
endorse any opinions
piece except for the staff
editorial, which represents
a majority of the editorial
board. The Lawrentian
welcomes everyone to
submit their own opinions
using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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LUCC Update

WEEK 8
TERM II

The last General Council meeting of the term is Monday, March 3rd, 2013 at 4:45pm. All
members of the community are invited!

This is the last meeting for President Nicholas Paulson’s administration. President-Elect
Jack Canfield and his administration will be taking office via a transition ceremony that all
are welcomed to attend.

LUCC general council meetings are open to all members of the Lawrence community! Come
share your thoughts and concerns.
Feel free to email LUCC with any community concerns at LUCC@lawrence.edu.

Street scene

continued from page 8

realizing the consequences their
words can have.”
With its large cast and elaborate set, which is a two-story
walk-up tenement right there
on stage, “Street Scene” is highly kinetic. Characters pop out of
windows, jump up and down the
stairs and are thrown around on
the streets. It is loud and boister-

Oscar

continued from page 9
“12 Years a Slave”
Should have been nominated:
N/A
I’ve been hearing a lot about
how, if Jennifer Lawrence wins,
she will be the first person to
win best actress/best supporting actress Oscars back-to-back
since Katharine Hepburn. This is
a fiercely competitive field this
year, with every nominee giving a
performance which would win the
award were this a weaker year.
BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
Nathan:
Prediction:
Emmanuel
Lubezki for “Gravity”
It may seem strange for a
film so visual effects-heavy to win

ous, but appropriately so. In its
complicated and realistic treatment of human interactions, the
play is a cacophonous commentary on human relationships.
The play is at times an observation of casual conversations.
At others, it is a deeply affecting
and even brutal human condition
story.
“Rice is, for the most part,
quick to show us how characters
who reinforce harmful ideologies are wrong,” Morrison continan award devoted to cinematography, but the Academy has certainly proven it is possible after
Claudio Miranda’s controversial
win last year for “Life of Pi.” Like
it or not, when there’s a film as
technically impressive as “Life of
Pi” or “Gravity,” voters are likely
to check it for every technical category, cinematography included.
Favo r i te :
Phedon
Papamichael for “Nebraska”
There are no visual effects
here. Heck, there isn’t even color!
With “Nebraska,” Papamichael
took cinematography back to its
simpler roots and still managed to
deliver the most stunning images
all year.
Will:
Will win: Emmanuel Lubezki
for “Gravity”
Should
win:
Phedon
Papamichael for “Nebraska”

ued. “As a result, it ages well -- it
doesn’t just become an artifact
of its time but speaks to ways in
which we can still remove oppressive and restrictive ideology from
our lives to establish ‘a world
based upon human need,’ as my
character says.”
If you missed out on the play,
Lawrence offers another chance
to experience the opera version
on March 6-8 at 7:30 p.m. and
March 9 at 3 p.m.
Gravity was beautiful. The
scenes of Sandra Bullock and
George Clooney floating through
space were breathtaking. But let’s
be honest: They were not floating
through space. Almost the entire
film was CGI. Sure, Lubezki is a big
name. He can film a good film. But
what was he filming? That which
was not 100% CGI was still greenscreened. So where’s the talent in
that? Give the film the best visual
effects award, not this one.
I love black and white photography, that’s no secret. That
being said, that is not why I
think Papamichael should win.
I think he should win because
his film was actually one of the
most beautiful things I’ve seen
in years. Hollywood motion pictures are commercial products,
but Papamichael is an artist.

It’s time for the annual
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